
Energy Diet 
Challenge:

What’s Old is New Again



Created by: Kate  

Socks with holes turned into 
homemade mittens  



Created by: Theo  

I reused an egg carton to make a mini seed 
starter.  I prepared the carton by cutting off 
the carton’s lid, and flap.  Then I filled the 
carton with soil.  

Once there was soil in the carton I planted 
bulbs in the soil.  These bulbs will grow 
into flowers that will help feed pollinators 
like bees and butterflies.  



Created by: Spencer

This is a magic table with a magic trick to 
go along with it, made entirely out of 
recycled materials.  To make the table I just 
used a giant box that I found in my garage.  
This idea was a given, I just had to do 
something related to magic when I found 
that giant box and so I just did what I 
simply had to do.

 



Created by:Nikita 

This is a shirt that honestly fits pretty well I 
made it out of a queen size pillow case, a 
bead, string, and a belt.



Created by: Rishi

Here, i have made a Harry Potter wand 
With skewers, plasticine, and leftover paint 
we are not using, instead of actually 
BUYING Something New



Created by: Lucas F. 

I made a sword belt using scrap paper. I 
fitted it so that a hemma bead sword could 
fit. It could fit around some people’s waists 
but not mine.



Created by:Lukas R 

This is a fan made out of an computer fan a 
old battery and a platform put together 
with recycled tape



Created by: Tiana

Here I have made little items out of foam 
(reused from online deliveries) and 
toothpicks (they are old and have been used 
many times). If you stick a toothpick in the 
top of the table you can attach anything 
else (except the toothpick cup holder). You 
can also use one of the toothpicks being 
used to create the item. The toothpick cup 
holder is just two pieces of foam stuck 
together with toothpicks.

Eating utensils 

Bowl spoon     plate

Fashion

Bowtie          tie bow

Table 

Toothpick 
cup holder


